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Which factors influence student success
in Intermediate Algebra, MATH 101-102-103?

by

Linh Ward

BS, Mathematics, The University of New Mexico

Abstract
At The University of New Mexico (UNM), Intermediate Algebra (MATH 120
and MATH 101-102-103) has historically been a so-called “killer course”, with
very low pass rates: approximately 40% in Fall 2009 to Spring 2011 and about
50% from Fall 2011 to Spring 2013. Furthermore, many students failed the class
multiple times. Since 2013, a computer system called ALEKS has been used to
teach the course and, along with some additional interventions, on
Albuquerque/Main campus success rates for MATH 101 have increased to
roughly 80% and MATH 102 to about 70%.
This thesis provides a strategy to identify those 20-30% as-risk students
most likely to need additional support to succeed. By combining data from the
UNM Registrar (Grades, ACT scores, and demographics), NM county-level
poverty data, and response-level ALEKS assessment and practice metrics, we
developed a statistical model that uses data from the first week of class and
v

predicts with almost certainty (1% overall error) whether a student will pass in
that semester. This represents another potentially important incremental
improvement to a series of successes in redesigning Intermediate Algebra at
UNM.
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1 Introduction
At The University of New Mexico (UNM), Intermediate Algebra (MATH 120
and MATH 101-102-103) has historically been a so-called “killer course”, with
very low pass rates: approximately 40% in Fall 2009 to Spring 2011 and about
50% from Fall 2011 to Spring 2013 (Figure 3). Furthermore, many students
failed the class multiple times. Since 2013, a computer system called ALEKS has
been used to teach the course and, along with some additional interventions, on
Albuquerque/Main campus success rates for MATH 101 have increased to
roughly 80% and MATH 102 to about 70% (Figure 3). Given that we still aim to
help every student succeed, this thesis answers this question: Which factors
influence student success in Intermediate Algebra, MATH 101-102-103? The
goal is to develop a statistical model to help predict which students are most
likely to need additional support so that early intervention may improve their
success, and therefore further improve the overall success rate in the course.
We make three main points in this thesis. First, by adopting the computerbased system ALEKS and converting MATH 120 to MATH 101-102-103, there
was a substantial increase in the student success rate and decrease in students
repeating the course. Second, course coordinator Dr. Srini Vasan and others
have made improvements to the course each semester for additional incremental
increases in student success. Third, the statistical model developed in this thesis
can be used on the first day of class to predict whether a student will pass with a
1% error rate to identify those students most likely to fail for the purposes of
1

intervening to help those at-risk students succeed. This represents another
potentially important incremental improvement to a series of successes in
redesigning Intermediate Algebra at UNM.

1.1 UNM Students
UNM is a Hispanic-serving institution with many low-income students (The
University of New Mexico, 2017). Note that in Spring 2017, 7 of the top 15
highest failing-rate courses at UNM are Mathematics courses (MATH 121, 150,
162, 153, 102, 180, and 123) all with failure rates over 40% (The University of
New Mexico, 2017) Mathematics placement at UNM.
Before Fall 2012, Intermediate Algebra (MATH 120) was the highest level
mathematics course before taking core math or statistics. Each year,
approximately 2500 students enrolled in Intermediate Algebra. This course was
the prerequisite for all mathematics courses satisfying university-level general
education requirements (Wang, 2014). This course did not satisfy UNM core
requirements but was used as an elective preparatory course (The University of
New Mexico, 2017). Each semester a substantial proportion of new students
seeking to enroll at UNM do not meet general education requirements and need
rudimentary preparation; 25% of first-time freshman in Fall 2015 needed
Foundational Math (UNIV 103) (Rankin, 2016) and Figure 8 suggests that a
larger proportion start in MATH 101.
Mathematics placement is based on American College Testing (ACT)
scores. Before Fall 2015, students with a Math ACT score of 11-18 were placed
2

into remedial Introductory Studies Math (ISM), 19-21 into MATH 120 (MATH 101102-103) which are below core math courses, and 22+ into a core math course;
since Fall 2015 a Math ACT score of 18 now places students into the higher
MATH 120 (Figure 1) (College, 2017). Historic pass rates for the traditional
lecture-based Intermediate Algebra have been around 45% (Figure 3). Before
Spring 2013, UNM had approximately 20 sections of Intermediate Algebra, each
with about 60 students. Based on Wang’s thesis, “Instructors had tried many
different approaches and strategies to improve student performance, including a
completely internet-based section with online homework sets using commercial
software, and integrating individual or group work into the lecture via handouts or
a workbook. Since no formal evaluations of these alternative methods of
instruction have taken place, no attempted changes have been widely
implemented” (Wang, 2014).
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OF GRADE

Pie 1 100 %
25%
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25%
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CORE MATH REQUIRE
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ACT ≥ 28

CALCULUS

Figure 1 Pathway to mathematics courses based on incoming ACT scores
and course requirements since Fall 2015.

1.2 Historical Success Rates
Albuquerque's main campus is by far the largest campus providing MATH
101 instruction, and of the six largest campuses, Gallup is the only campus to
continue teaching MATH 120 instead of transitioning to MATH 101, and Valencia
campus teaches both (Figure 2). Below, we define "success" as receiving a letter
grade of A+ through C and CR (credit), "failure" as a C- through F and I
(incomplete), NC (no credit), W (withdrawl), and NR (no progress), and "neutral"
4

as PR (progress) and AUD (audit). We exclude "neutral" and calculate the
proportion of students who succeed. Figure 3 illustrates that on Albuquerque
/Main Campus MATH 101 has the a highest success rate, MATH 102 has the
lowest success rate (these are students who previously passed MATH 101) and
that the success rate of MATH 102 is not that different from the historical success
rate of MATH 120.. Note that the success rate at Gallup with MATH 120 is as
high as Albuquerque with MATH 101. Figure 4 illustrates that the mean GPA also
increased by nearly a full letter grade from MATH 120 to MATH 101 in
Albuquerque, though with more modest increases at other campuses. Finally,
Figure 5 illustrates the proportions of whole letter grades excluding students who
did not complete the course.
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1.3 The development of a modern Intermediate Algebra course
In Spring 2012, a team of University administrators, faculty, and graduate
students researched different instructional approaches used at other institutions,
with the intent of increasing the success or pass rates of students in both
Intermediate Algebra and subsequent required courses (Wang, 2014). The team
determined that there was significant promise in one particular computer-based
model and proposed to pilot it in Fall 2012 (Wang, 2014). In spite of the pilot not
being completely successful, the university administrators accelerated the full
implementation of the model in Spring 2013 (Wang, 2014).
In Spring 2013, no traditional version of Intermediate Algebra MATH 120
was offered at UNM Main/Albuquerque campus. Instead, the redesigned selfpaced course used the web-based computer software ALEKS (discussed below)
and was offered in a repurposed space in called the Math Mαll Lab located in the
Centennial Library (L185) (Steve Carr, 2013). The Math Mαll Lab was equipped
with 140 computers divided into two sections: the 125-computer classroom for
practice problems and the 15-computer testing room for assessments (Steve
Carr, 2013). There are also open offices for the course coordinator, instructors,
and student tutors who work at the Math Mαll Lab. The pass rate for that first
year was still low, and many students still could not complete the course (Vasan,
2016); specifically, the last MATH 120 point in Spring 2013 in Figure 3 is in the
Math Mαll Lab.
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In Summer 2013, the 3-credit 16-week (1-semester) Intermediate Algebra
(MATH 120) course was split into the series of 1-credit 8-week MATH 101-102103 individual courses. Each semester at UNM’s main campus is split into two 8week terms. Commonly, MATH 101 is offered during the first 8-week term in a
semester and MATH 102 (with optional MATH 103) during the second 8-week
term. During the first 8-week term of the semester, there are about 9 sections of
MATH 101 and about 2 sections of combined MATH 102-103. The second 8week term is the opposite with about 2 sections of MATH 101 and about 9
sections of combined MATH 102-103. Each section of MATH 101 has about 100
students, while MATH 102-103 may have fewer. There are some restrictions to
register for MATH 102-103 in the registration. The content of Intermediate
Algebra was separated in this way:


MATH 101: Linear equations and inequalities, applications and problem
solving with linear equations, linear functions and the graph of a line,
percent, perimeters, and areas of simple geometric shapes.



MATH 102: Quadratic equations, properties of exponents and scientific
notation, simplifying polynomial expressions, factoring, and introduction to
functions.



MATH 103: Radical expressions and equations, rational expressions and
equations, and the exponential and logarithm functions.
There were good reasons for breaking MATH 120 into MATH 101-102-

103. There was more content in MATH 120 than many students needed in order
to take either of the core classes Introduction to Statistics (STAT 145) or Survey
11

of Mathematics (MATH 129) (The University of New Mexico, 2017) now MATH
101 and 102 were sufficient. Furthermore, having separate 1-credit courses
allowed students more than one semester to complete the full 3-course 101-102103 sequence, benefitting students who needed more time to succeed (Figure 3).
A big initial challenge was the burden of handling incomplete (I) grades at
the end of the semester (Vasan, 2016c). Students were allowed 4 months after
the end of a course’s term to complete each course in the series (Ross, 2014). It
became a strain on the course coordinator at the end of each semester because
the instructor contracts terminated at the end of the semester so handling all the
student grade changes became the responsibility of the course coordinator
(Vasan, 2016c). All incomplete grades needed to be changed either to a letter
grade if the student completed the course successfully or to no credit (NC) after 4
months. In Spring 2016, students were no longer allowed to take an incomplete
grade at the end of each course, but were given the additional time of the break
interval between semesters to earn a letter grade to avoid a no-credit (NC) grade
and needing to reregister to take the course again (Ross, 2013).
While the content has remained stable, many support resources have
been developed to meet students’ needs (Vasan, 2016c) which has resulted in
higher pass rates and higher grade point averages (Figure 3, Figure 4, and
Figure 28), and a decrease in the cost of instruction per student since some
students don’t need the third credit of MATH 103 and many fewer students need
to retake the course.
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There are up to four types of helpers in every classroom (Vasan, 2016b).
The course coordinator and the instructors are in charge and available in the lab
to provide help to students if they are struggling. Instructors are also available to
help students with registration, content, etc. Tutors are student helpers who are
also available to help students one-on-one at a ratio of about 1 tutor for every 15
students. For students who really struggle, a student peer mentor may be
assigned to them to provide support and individual help.
Because students are given multiple attempt on exams they do poorly on,
rather than simply failing at the end of the semester (as in MATH 120), many will
succeed after an additional attempt or after more practice (Vasan, 2016c). The
Math Mαll Lab is open Monday through Friday from 8 AM to 6 PM and Sunday
from 12 PM to 6 PM with 15 computers in the testing room. A student can take
an exam any day when the Lab is open provided there is enough time to
complete the first exam attempt (Vasan, 2016b). A student has 2 attempts for an
exam after completing a set of topics (which ALEKS calls a “Pie”). The exam
does not have a time limit. After taking their first exam attempt and getting their
grade, a student has a chance to look back over the exam they completed. That
student then has time to ask questions and study on their own before returning
and retaking the exam questions that they missed. The highest score for each
question will be counted toward the final grade for each exam. If after two
attempts, that student still does not score 75% or higher, the instructor will
request the comprehensive knowledge check (assessment) to help the student
relearn the topics and complete their “pie” again. The student can still look over
13

the exam they did and study. Finally, the student returns and has a fresh exam
with two attempts available to them (Ross, 2013).
The Math Mαll’s website includes course resources, such as testing
review, workshop schedules, instructional videos, Math Mαll hours and location,
and other Math Department and UNM resources (The University of New Mexico,
2016). A Math Mαll Facebook page was created in the Fall 2016 with YouTube
video lectures for some difficulty topics. Furthermore, there is no textbook
requirement for the course because all materials are online in the ALEKS
software (Ross, 2013).

14

1.4 ALEKS:
ALEKS (Assessment and LEarning in Knowledge Spaces) is a Webbased, artificially intelligent assessment and learning system used primarily for
mathematics, but also statistics, accounting, and chemistry (McGraw Hill
Education, 2017c). ALEKS was developed by using Knowledge Space Theory
(Falmagne, Cosyn, Doignon, & Thiéry, 2006). A group of software engineers,
mathematicians, and cognitive scientists at New York University and the
University of California, Irvine, developed ALEKS under several National Science
Foundation (NSF) grants which track what a student knows from their previous
responses to questions and predicts which questions they are ready for (Figure
6). This allows a course to be changed from a traditional lecture to an adaptive
computer web-page. Many courses have been taught using ALEKS, such as
mathematics, science, and business, from K-12 through college level. Since it is
a Web-based, millions of people use ALEKS for learning all over the world
(McGraw Hill Education, 2017a). “The Average Historical Student Learning Rates
with ALEKS are ~90%” (McGraw Hill Education, 2017a).

15

Arithmetic
Beginning Algebra
Intermediate Algebra
Pre−Calculus
Problems of Table 1
State of Table 2

Figure 6 Each question in ALEKS requires the skills evaluated from
previous questions (taken from (Falmagne et al., 2006)
ALEKS has been used successfully at many schools (McGraw Hill
Education, 2017b). After moving from a lecture-based format to ALEKS’ online
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adaptive format, both high school and college math instructors have seen pass
rates improve (roughly double), have seen skill proficiency jumps of a few grades
over a single semester, and have seen increased student retention (McGraw Hill
Education, 2017b). This program has made a positive impact on students
learning, adapting to a specific student’s weaknesses and bringing their skills
from bad or weak in algebra to being able to understand the concepts and feel
confident to learn math (McGraw Hill Education, 2017b). Questions are
presented in either of two languages, English and Spanish (McGraw Hill
Education, 2017b).
At UNM, after creating an account in ALEKS, a student will get an initial
20-30 question assessment to test how much the student knows in the course
(Ward, 2017). The assessment adapts so that each subsequent question
depends on previous answers (Ward, 2017). The more questions the student
answers correctly, the more questions ALEKS will ask (Ward, 2017). Then,
ALEKS will analyze the student’s knowledge and summarize the results with a
pie chart presenting what the student knows and needs to learn in the course
(Figure 7). The dark color of a pie chart represents what the student knows, and
the light color represents what the student does not know and needs to learn.
The pie chart for each student will be different depending on each student’s
knowledge of the material that ALEKS assessed. “As a student works through a
course, ALEKS randomly reassesses the student, and then the pie chart will be
adjusted depending on the result of the assessment” (McGraw Hill Education,
2017c). ALEKS includes a set of open-ended questions, so that students need
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to work through a problem to give a typed-out answer, rather than selecting from
multiple choices. Open-ended questions are more effective at assessing a
student’s understanding, and the algorithms behind ALEKS help to present
material in the right increments of difficulty to prepare them for the next level
(Falmagne et al., 2006).

Placement Results: 93%
Placement Pie
291 of 314 topics
Radicals and
Rational
Exponents
(17 of 20)

Exponentialsand
Logarithms
(18 of 20)

Trigonometry
(22 of 29)
Whole Numbers,
Fractions, and
Decimals
(37 of 37)

Rational
Expressionsand
Functions
(22 of 23)
Quadratic and
Polynomial
Function
(16 of 21)

Percents,
Proportions,and
Geometry
(32 of 32)

Integer Exponents
and Factoring
(30 of 30)
Relations and
Functions
(20 of 22)

Signed Numbers,
Linear Equations,
and Inequalities
(52 of 53)

Lines and Systems
(25 of 27)

Figure 7 ALEKS Pie Chart of topics and attained mastery
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requirements on time for their degree. Historically, some students would defer
math requirements until their senior year and then fail and be stuck at the end of
their degree.
To help meet Goal 3, in Fall 2015, University College took over
“Introductory Studies – Mathematics” (ISM 100) from a special remedial unit and
redefined the curriculum using ALEKS (Rankin, 2016). The design was similar to
MATH 101-102-103 which helped students become familiar with the computerbased class format. UNIV 103 is a 3-credit course and contains three sets of
topics to complete, called “pies”. Each pie is average 100 math topics which the
students should master. Pie 1 and half of Pie 2 is foundational arithmetic to help
students in MATH 101. Half of Pie 2 and Pie 3 are preparatory for MATH 102.
For Goal 4, Foundational math utilizes the Success Navigator survey as a
reflective tool to identify individual student areas of strength and improvement
(i.e., connection to college, self-efficacy, stress management, etc.) (The
University of New Mexico, 2017). Students complete a follow-up assignment
directly related to their Success Navigator results as an opportunity to build their
resources, skills, and/or knowledge in a specific area regarding college
success. These academic foundational skills are developed by successfully
discovering and using UNM community resources, working in a group,
completing each pie on time, attending campus events, scheduling
appointments, or using office hours to see tutors and teachers, etc.
The final course grade is 25% for each exam after completing each of the
three pies, and 25% for academic foundational skills (Rankin, 2016).
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1.6

Literature Review
An important obstacle to student success is the difference between high

school and college learning obligations (Knowlton, 2011). Many high school
students in their junior or senior years do not have to take math classes; they can
take courses they enjoy more or less stringent courses to obtain a better GPA.
While this may make high school either more pleasant or easier it does not make
college entry requirements either pleasant or easy. This is particularly true for
college mathematics courses (Knowlton, 2011). Many colleges have instituted
remediation mathematics classes to bridge high school skills to college entry
skills (Brown, R. S., & Niemi, 2007). Nearly 20% of entering college mathematics
students find themselves in remedial classes (Complete College America, 2012)
but many of these attempts are unsuccessful. A study of remedial students in
community colleges in Florida found that they were apt to take additional
mathematics courses but no more likely to graduate or transfer to a four-year
college (Calcagno & Long, 2008). Further, even if students had a pre-calculus
course in high school and took a pre-calculus course after entering college they
appeared to have at least a 6% reduction in their grade comparing their high
school and college grades (Bressoud, 2014) . The remedial classes students
take to prepare them to take regular college classes do not count for college
credit (Cohen, Brawer, & Kisker, 2014). Based on a report by Complete College
America, for students who require remedial courses in math and English, only
17% will graduate (Complete College America, 2012, 2016). Furthermore,
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applying a strategy called “co-requisite remediation”, where students enroll
directly into college-level courses and receive academic support alongside their
regular classes, the rate of students enrolled in remedial classes who go on to
complete their associated introductory (gateway) course goes from 22% taking 2
years to over 60% taking 1 or 2 semesters (states participating: GA, IN, TN, WV,
and CO) (Complete College America, 2012, 2016).
The City University of New York (CUNY) reports that they require 60% of
entering students to take remedial math courses in order to be able to pass
college-level math courses. Many students delay this requirement and this
becomes an impediment when the students are close to graduation and have not
taken the remedial program in order enter into the mathematics courses that are
required (Bailey, T., Jeong, D. W., & Cho, 2010). Thus, students who enter
CUNY and are required to take remedial math courses have a lower graduation
rate than students who do not need remedial classes (Attewell, P., Lavin, D.,
Domina, T., & Levey, 2006; Complete College America, 2012). In California
community colleges, over 70% of students are placed in remedial math (Brown,
R. S., & Niemi, 2007).
While UNM has discontinued Introductory Studies courses (Suilmann,
2015), for the purposes of this thesis we define “remedial” as any course taken
that does not earn the student credit towards graduation (The University of New
Mexico, 2017). At UNM the remedial mathematics program includes UNIV 103,
MATH 101-102-103, and MATH 120.
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In a traditional classroom at UNM, a standard class size has the capacity
of sixty seats in Dane Smith Hall, the large classroom building. For entering
students, a large size reduces the chances that students feel the need to interact
with the instructor or to problem solve, and fewer students have the chance to
participate in or discover the experience of learning (Cuseo, 2007). Students in
the 21st century may not be interested in a traditional lecture classroom because
of the fast development of technology (Cuseo, 2007). To accommodate the high
demand of remedial courses, US colleges have been using a new course format
for basic college mathematics courses called “emporium” (Carol A Twigg, 2011).
According to Twigg, the benefits of emporium classroom are:


Students spend time doing problems right away in each class instead of
watching the teacher solving problems in their lecture,



Each student starts at a different point and can pass by what they already
know, instead spending time developing skills they don’t have yet,



Students have the opportunity to interact with tutors one-on-one on the
problem they struggling with, and



Students can read the explanation and watch and video (YouTube) as
their “tutor” when not in the classroom.
These emporium courses are held in large computer labs, where the

majority of instruction is provided through interaction with computer software.
“The software provides examples, explanations, videos, opportunities to practice,
and feedback on incorrect solutions” (Erin E. Krupa, 2014).
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Also, college is expensive and nontraditional and underrepresented
students have typically attended schools with low-achieving or failing students
(Wimberly & Noeth, 2005). Despite financial incentives provided by federal and
state governments for these students, they are underrepresented at colleges with
higher-achieving students (Adelman, 2006; Bulger, S., & Watson, 2006). One
study showed that the pass rate for these students increases 5% for a computerbased Intermediate Algebra course versus face-to-face (Erin E. Krupa, 2014).
Today, colleges are trying to use new methods of information technology
to enhance the process and put a new face on learning to draw in more students.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute provided $200,000 grants to thirty institutions to
help these institutions redesign technological instruction for learning managed by
Rensselaer . At the thirty institutions, replacing the traditional lecture format with
technology reduced cost while also not lowering learning outcomes or
achievement (Massy & Zemsky, 1995) According to Twigg, traditional math
students do not actually do the problems; they do not spend enough time
engaging with the material. She believes that information technology has
matured enough to be the answer to learning (Carlo A. Twigg, 2011). Also, Krupa
believes computer based learning is now the answer to progress over traditional
learning for remedial courses (Erin E. Krupa, 2014) . Sixty percent (60%) of
attrition occurs in the first two years of college (Mehaffy, 2012), thus if technology
can help students succeed in their initial years (Complete College America, 2012,
2016), then this may also reduce the dropout rate.
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The University of New Mexico main campus adopted the emporium idea in
the Fall 2012, and created the Math Mαll Lab which replaced face-to-face
instruction with computer-based instruction for Intermediate Algebra. Note that
most sections of College Algebra, MATH 121, are taught face-to-face, but can
optionally be taken as a computer-based course (The University of New Mexico,
2017). Furthermore, University College took over the Introductory Studies –
Mathematics (ISM 100) course in Fall 2014 calling it Quantitative Reasoning
(UNIV 102), and revising it again in Fall 2015 to Foundational Math (UNIV 103)
using the computer-based (ALEKS) instruction. Now the UNIV 103 design is very
similar to the sequence of MATH 101-102-103 in the Math Mαll.

1.7 Research Question
Given that we still aim to help every student succeed, even in the light of
the massively positive effect ALEKS has had on the course’s success rate, this
thesis answers this question: Which factors influence student success in
Intermediate Algebra, MATH 101-102-103? The goal is to develop a statistical
model to help predict which students are most likely to benefit from early
additional academic support in the class to improve their success, and therefore
further improve the overall success rate in the course.
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2 Methods
Our goal is to model student success in MATH 101 (defined either as their
final letter grade, as a numeric GPA equivalent grade, or as a binary pass/fail) as
a function of predictor variables for each student. We first introduce the variety of
data sources then briefly describe each analysis method used.

2.1 Data sources
The data sources and variables available from each source are listed in
Table 1. Data from the UNM Registrar (obtained Fall 2016 and updated in Fall
2017, http://oia.unm.edu/data-requests/data-request.html), public sources, and
the ALEKS computer system were all joined together into a single large table for
analysis. From the UNM Registrar, for all students who have taken MATH 101102-103, we have student home addresses, high schools, test scores, math
course grades, and details from their MATH 101-102-103 courses. From public
sources obtained 2014 (The University of New Mexico, 2017; United States
Census Bureau, 2010a, 2010b) we have county names for each NM postal
code, as well as poverty data for each county. From ALEKS (obtained June
2017, via Harold D. Baker and Werner Garciano at ALEKS.com with IRB-exempt
request) we have student responses for assessments, and every student
response and request for explanation for practice questions, and have derived
response time on practice questions.
By joining all of these data sources we have many questions we can
answer about factors influencing student success. The postal (zip) codes from
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the home addresses are used to match with NM county poverty data, since most
of our students are from NM. The zip code and NM poverty data help us
understand the socioeconomic situation that the students are coming from (at the
county level). The high school data was intended to understand whether students
matriculated from some schools that struggled more than others, however we are
already only looking at some of the lesser-prepared students from all schools.
The test scores data provided ACT composite and component scores for each
student, these scores are used partly for student math placement. The final
grades for students in all math courses help us understand the historical trends
for the MATH 120 and MATH 101-102-103 courses. The MATH 101-102-103
data provide the final grades and student characteristics for all students who
have ever taken this course sequence.
The ALEKS data is very rich and was challenging to reshape into a usable
format and to develop meaningful summaries (or features) for analysis. The data
only cover the 786 students who have been enrolled under the new student
interface (NSI) from 2016-07-05 to 2017-06-01 (primarily from Fall 2016). Some
of these student records could not be easily matched with registrar data. While
students are asked to enter their UNM ID number, many were entered
incorrectly; furthermore, many students didn’t sign up with their UNM email
address. We went through any students who didn’t match up and resolved all
that we could from the UNM directory information.
The ALEKS data includes two types: practice questions and assessments.
For practice questions we know the exact time the question was answered,
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whether they asked for help, how they answered, and whether they tried the
question again immediately or at a later date. With some exceptions, the time
between two questions can be used as the length of time spent on the second of
these questions. Assessments are exams that include a set of questions, from
each we have which questions were answered correctly, incorrectly, or "I don't
know". From assessments we can summarize the proportion of questions
correct, as well as many other features (which we didn't) such as the number of
questions from each topic, etc.
All of these data are joined by the student ID information and analyzed
rather pragmatically to help answer our primary research question: Which
factors influence student success in Intermediate Algebra, MATH 101-102-103?
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Table 1 Data dictionary of data sources and variables
Source
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar

Filename
Home Address.xlsx
Home Address.xlsx
Home Address.xlsx
Home Address.xlsx
Home Address.xlsx
Home Address.xlsx

Variable
ID
NAME
STREET_LINE1
STREET_LINE2
CITY
STATE_PROVI
NCE_DESC
POSTAL_COD
E
NATION_DESC

Type
num
char
char
char
char
char

Values
123456789
Last, First M.

UNM_Registrar

Home Address.xlsx

char

12345-1234

UNM_Registrar

Home Address.xlsx

UNM_Registrar

High Schools.csv

ACADEMIC_PE
RIOD

num

yyyys0

UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar

High Schools.csv
High Schools.csv
High Schools.csv
High Schools.csv

num
char
num
char

123456789

UNM_Registrar

Test Scores.csv

ID
NAME
INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION_
DESC
ACADEMIC_PE
RIOD

num

yyyys0

UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar

Test Scores.csv
Test Scores.csv
Test Scores.csv
Test Scores.csv
Test Scores.csv
Test Scores.csv

ID
NAME
TEST
TEST_DESC
TEST_SCORE
TEST_DATE

num
char
char
char
num
date

123456789
Last, First M.

UNM_Registrar

All Math
Courses.xlsx
All Math
Courses.xlsx

ID

num

MM/DD/YYY
Y
123456789

ACADEMIC_PE
RIOD

num

yyyys0

All Math
Courses.xlsx
All Math
Courses.xlsx
All Math
Courses.xlsx
All Math
Courses.xlsx

ACADEMIC_PE
RIOD_DESC
COURSE_IDEN
TIFICATION
COURSE_SEC
TION_NUMBER
COURSE_REF
ERENCE_NUM
BER
COURSE_CRE
DITS
FINAL_GRADE

char

Semester
YYYY
MATHnnn

INSTRUCTION
_DELIVERY_M
ODE
INSTRUCTION
_DELIVERY_M
ODE_DESC
PRIMARY_INS
TRUCTOR_ID
PRIMARY_INS
TRUCTOR_FIR
ST_NAME

char

UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar

All Math
Courses.xlsx
All Math
Courses.xlsx
All Math
Courses.xlsx

UNM_Registrar

All Math
Courses.xlsx

UNM_Registrar

All Math
Courses.xlsx
All Math
Courses.xlsx

UNM_Registrar

often . if nothing

char

char

Comments
9-digit UNM ID

. if USA, otherwise
other country
year, semester
(1=Spring, 8=Fall,
6=Summer), 0 filler?
9-digit UNM ID
High School Number
High School Name
year, semester
(1=Spring, 8=Fall,
6=Summer), 0 filler?
9-digit UNM ID
Test label
Test name

9-digit UNM ID
year, semester
(1=Spring, 8=Fall,
6=Summer), 0 filler?

num
num

12345

num

1, 2, 3

char

num

A+-, ..., F,
W, NC, CR
., ONL,
ENH,
CORR, ...
., Web
Enhanced,
...
123456789

char

First Name

char
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UNM 5-digit number

description of
instruction delivery
Instructor 9-digit UNM
ID
Instructor First Name

Source
UNM_Registrar

Filename
All Math
Courses.xlsx

UNM_Registrar

Math101-102103_Students.csv

UNM_Registrar

Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv

UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar

Variable
PRIMARY_INS
TRUCTOR_LA
ST_NAME
ACADEMIC_PE
RIOD

Type
char

Values
Last Name

Comments
Instructor Last Name

num

yyyys0

year, semester
(1=Spring, 8=Fall,
6=Summer), 0 filler?

COURSE_IDEN
TIFICATION
COURSE_SEC
TION_NUMBER
COURSE_REF
ERENCE_NUM
BER
INSTRUCTION
_DELIVERY_M
ODE_DESC
PRIMARY_INS
TRUCTOR_ID
PRIMARY_INS
TRUCTOR_FIR
ST_NAME
PRIMARY_INS
TRUCTOR_LA
ST_NAME
ID

char

MATHnnn

num

1, 2, 3, ...

num

12345

UNM 5-digit number

char

description of
instruction delivery

num

., Web
Enhanced,
...
123456789

char

First Name

Instructor 9-digit UNM
ID
Instructor First Name

char

Last Name

Instructor Last Name

num

123456789

9-digit UNM ID

NAME

char

Last, First M.

FINAL_GRADE

char

STUDENT_LEV
EL
STUDENT_LEV
EL_DESC
MAJOR

char

A+-, ..., F,
W, NC, CR
UG, G

char

Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv

MAJOR_DESC

char

Undergradu
ate, ...
CRIM,
ENGL, BUS,
BIOL, ...
Biology, ...

COLLEGE

char

AS, UC, ...

COLLEGE_DE
SC

char

Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv

DEPARTMENT

char

College of
Arts and
Sciences, ...
123A

Department code

DEPARTMENT
_DESC
STUDENT_CLA
SSIFICATION
STUDENT_CLA
SSIFICATION_
DESC
BIRTH_DATE

char

Sociology, ...

Department name

char

GENDER_DES
C
IPEDS_VALUE
S_DESC

char

UB, U2, U3,
U4, ...
Freshmen,
1st Yr, 2nd
Sem; â€¦
MM/DD/YYY
Y
Male,
Female
White,
Hispanic,

UNM_Registrar

Math101-102103_Students.csv

UNM_Registrar

Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv

UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar

Math101-102103_Students.csv

UNM_Registrar

Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv

UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar
UNM_Registrar

Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv
Math101-102103_Students.csv

char

char
date

char
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Source

Filename

Variable

Type

Public

zipcode_county.csv

num

Public
Public
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles

zipcode_county.csv
zipcode_county.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv

POSTAL_COD
E
City
County
area

char
char
num

County number

County

char

County name

periodyear

num

2014

All 2014

Homeowner
vacancy rate

num

percent

Vacancy Status

Rental vacancy
rate

num

percent

Vacancy Status

Owner-occupied

num

percent

Occupancy Status

Renteroccupied

num

percent

Occupancy Status

Utility gas

num

percent

Main source of
heating

Electricity

num

percent

Main source of
heating

Wood

num

percent

Main source of
heating

Lacking
complete
plumbing
facilities
No telephone
service
available
rentover35

num

percent

Poverty

num

percent

Poverty

num

percent

Poverty

est_percent

num

percent

Poverty

child_percent

num

percent

Poverty

bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles

Values
American
Indian, ...

Comments

fam_percent

num

percent

Poverty

ALEKS

NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
NMCensusPoverty
HousingCharacteris
tics_DP04.csv
aleks_student.csv

database_code

char

home_highe
d_db_xkc9v
em

All the same

ALEKS

aleks_student.csv

student_ID

char

bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
bber.unm.edu/
county-profiles
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Source
ALEKS

Filename
aleks_student.csv

Variable
email

Type
char

ALEKS
ALEKS
ALEKS
ALEKS
ALEKS
ALEKS

aleks_student.csv
aleks_student.csv
aleks_student.csv
aleks_practice.csv
aleks_practice.csv
aleks_practice.csv

ID
class_code
course_name
student_ID
datetime
event_type

num
char
char
char
date
char

ALEKS

aleks_practice.csv

item_ID

char

+geom807

ALEKS
ALEKS
ALEKS
ALEKS

aleks_practice.csv
aleks_practice.csv
aleks_practice.csv
aleks_assessment.
csv
aleks_assessment.
csv

plus
subject
Qnum
student_ID

char
char
num
char

+ or NA
geom
807

reason

char

ALEKS

aleks_assessment.
csv

type

char

init,
progress,
swclass,
reqany, goal,
time
init,
progress,
graded

ALEKS

aleks_assessment.
csv
aleks_assessment.
csv

date

date

ans_cor

char

ALEKS

aleks_assessment.
csv

ans_inc

char

ALEKS

aleks_assessment.
csv

ans_idk

char

ALEKS

aleks_assessment.
csv

ind_ans_cor

char

ALEKS

aleks_assessment.
csv

ind_ans_inc

char

ALEKS

aleks_assessment.
csv

ind_ans_idk

char

ALEKS
Derived
variables

Several

ALEKS

ALEKS
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Values
netid@unm.
edu
123456789

Comments

begint.1

All the same

C, W, E, S,
F

either correct answer
, wrong/IDontKnow
answer , explanation
lookup , final correct
answer ( for
succeed), or final
incorrect answer ( for
fail)
+ means trying again
on their own

geom808,alg
e482,alge47
1,...
geom808,alg
e482,alge47
1,...
geom808,alg
e482,alge47
1,...
geom808,alg
e482,alge47
1,...
geom808,alg
e482,alge47
1,...
geom808,alg
e482,alge47
1,...

9-digit UNM ID

list of questions
answered correctly
list of questions
answered incorrectly
list of questions
indicated I don't know
ignored ALEKS trial
questions
ignored ALEKS trial
questions
ignored ALEKS trial
questions

2.2 Data decisions
While an ACT score between 18 and 21 is required to enter MATH 101102-103, a very small proportion of students with a higher ACT score have taken
the class in order to earn one easy credit. As of Fall 2017, students are no longer
allowed to take these courses for credit when they have higher ACT scores (The
University of New Mexico, 2017). Thus, only students with the appropriate range
of ACT scores have been included (Figure 8). Letter grades were converted to
their GPA equivalent through the following table (Table 2).
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ACT Math scores by semester (all MATH101 students)
Students going directly into MATH101 are between 18 and 21
Fall

Spring

Summer

300
2012−13

200
100
0
300

2013−14

200
100
0
300

2014−15

200
0
300

2015−16

count

100

200
100
0
300

2016−17

200
100
0
300

2017−18

200
100
0
10

20

30

10

20

30

10

20

30

ACT_Math

Figure 8 Historic of range ACT Math Score with cut off from 18-21. Note
that the Spring MATH 101 students have lower ACT Math scores because
they will have taken UNIV 103 in the previous Fall.

Table 2 Convert final letter grade to GPA
FINAL_GRADE

A+

A

FINAL_GPA

4.33

4

FINAL_GRADE

C-

FINAL_GPA

A-

B+

3.67 3.33

D+

1.67 1.33

B,
CR, PR
3

B-

C+

2.67 2.33

C
2

D

D-

F,
WF, IF,
NC, I, INC

AUD,
WP, WNC, W, XW,
RS, NR, .

1

0.67

0

NA
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ALEK
KS Asses
ssment an
nd Practice
e
We processed both
b
the pra
actice and a
assessment ALEKS da
atasets to
produce use
eful and inte
erpretable features
f
forr analysis.
2.2.1.1
2
ALE
EKS Assess
sment summ
maries
The
T periodic
c assessme
ents evaluate a studen
nt’s knowled
dge. Assesssments are
e
given on the
e first day off class (bas
seline) and thereafter after 5 hours of practicce
or 20 practic
ce topics, whichever
w
co
omes first. We will foccus on the initial (base
eline)
assessmentt because we’re
w
interested in earlly-semester interventio
on. For the
assessmentt, we summ
marize the number que stions answ
wered corre
ectly,
in
ncorrectly, marked
m
“I don’t
d
know”,, then we also total the
e number o
of questionss
and calculatte the propo
ortion corre
ect. ALEKS includes a few “test” q
quality conttrol
questions in each asse
essment wh
hich are nott counted fo
or credit and
d these were
ig
gnored.
2.2.1.2
2
ALE
EKS Practic
ce question summariess
Stude
ents spend most of the
eir time learrning how tto solve typ
pes of problems
and practicin
ng them. Prractice questions lead ing up to an assessment are eith
her
marked
m
“corrrect” or “su
ucceed”; “wrrong” or “fa
ail”; or “explanation” wh
hen a stude
ent
asks for furth
her help. A record is re
ecorded wh
hen the student clicks to grade th
heir
esponse to the questio
on or clicks for explana
ation, the q
question item ID (subje
ect
re
and question
n number) and
a the datte/time are included. E
Each response indicates a
er engaging
g with the content in A
ALEKS. A tyypical seque
ence of datta
decision afte
T
3. Using the algo
orithm belo
ow for deterrmining que
estion timing
g,
appears in Table
35
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we derived summary metrics for the mean time to answer a question correctly or
incorrectly, reading explanations, the overall average time between clicks, and
the ratio of the average time for a correct vs incorrect response.

Table 3 ALEKS practice question timing algorithm
datetime

event
_type

item_ID

Time

add_time

…

Comment
Note: When you get a question
correct or ask for explanation, the
next question will differ in the
variable values.

12/13/2016 5:10

S

alge761

…

12/13/2016 5:14
12/13/2016 5:15
12/13/2016 5:16

C
C
E

alge180
alge180
alge180

4
1
1

From previous answer

12/13/2016 5:17

C

alge180

1

The second half of the time from
the previous answer to this answer

12/13/2016 5:18

S

alge180

1

12/13/2016 6:03

W

alge739

NA

12/13/2016 6:04

W

alge739

average
wrong +
1

12/13/2016 6:04
12/13/2016 6:05

E
E

alge739
alge739

1.5

12/13/2016 6:07

W

alge739

-

Use only the last "wrong" for timing
in consecutive wrong answers.

12/13/2016 6:07

W

alge739

1.5

The second half of the time from
the previous answer to this answer

12/13/2016 6:07
12/13/2016 6:11
12/13/2016 6:14
12/13/2016 6:19

E
C
C
S

alge739
alge739
alge739
alge739

2
2
3
5

12/13/2016 6:26
12/13/2016 6:26

W
C

alge762
alge762

7
7

Half of time from previous answer
to next answer

Large gaps in time are replaced
with the average length of time for
completing a question
1

Consecutive wrong have same
variable values. Use only the last
"wrong" for timing in consecutive
wrong answers.
Combine consecutive explanations
Half of time from previous answer
to next answer

Same values in this question, thus,
it took a total of 7 minutes to get it
wrong and then correct it
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datetime

item_ID

Time

12/13/2016 6:33

event
_type
E

add_time

Comment

alge762

6

Half of time from previous answer
to next answer

12/13/2016 6:38

W

alge762

6

The second half of the time from
the previous answer to this answer

12/13/2016 6:39
12/13/2016 6:43
12/13/2016 6:47
…

C
C
S

alge762
alge762
alge762

6+1 = 7
4
4

Same values in this question

A student spends time working on each question and either provides a
correct or incorrect answer, or asks for an explanation. After reviewing an
explanation, they return to the same question but with different numeric values
and can again either answer the question or ask for explanation again. If a
question is answered incorrectly, they have another chance to correct their work
and answer the question with the same numeric values. If a question is answered
correctly and they are given the same item ID, then it’s the same type of question
but with different numeric values. To determine the length of time students spend
on asking for explanation versus the time it takes to answer a question incorrectly
or correctly, we developed the following rules.
Rename “S” to “C”, and “F” to “W” since those are the same except that
“S” and “F” indicate the last attempt for a particular item.
For each student …
1. If this is the first record, AND response is “C” or “W”, then insert the time
as -9 and return later.
2. If the previous record is more than 10 minutes before, insert the time as -9
and return later. The gap is probably between work sessions. We will
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impute this time as the average time for this response type (“C”, “W”, or
“E”).
For each item, …
3. Collapse consecutive explanations (E) to first one (if same item ID)
because students may ask for explanation (E) multiple times in a row
without answering the question.
4. Collapse consecutive wrong answers (W) to last one (if same item ID)
because students may answer the same question incorrectly multiple
times.
a. If there was a 10-minute gap for an NA, then we want to add the
time difference between the first and last consecutive “W” to the
average value that we’ll impute at the end. So, create an
“add_time” column with that consecutive “W” time difference, put
this value on the last row. Do this before collapsing rows.
5. When an answer is provided, look back or forward to answers to
determine a starting point for timing.
a. If this response is an “E”, look forward.
i. If the next is a different item ID and “E”
1. ignore it.
ii. If the next is an “C”, then calculate the time between the
previous result (“C” or “W”) and the next “C” and allocate 1/2
to each.
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iii. If the next is an “W”, then calculate the time between the
previous result (“C” or “W”) and the next “W” and allocate 1/2
to each.
b. If this response is a “W”, look back.
i. If the previous is a “C”, calculate the time between the
current result and the previous.
ii. (If the previous is a “E”, already done.)
c. If this response is a “C”, look back.
i. If previous is a “C”, then calculate the difference in time (this
minus previous).
ii. (If previous is a “E”, already done.)
iii. If previous is a “W”, then calculate the difference in time (this
minus previous) plus the time for the previous “W”. This
indicates they have been continuing to work on this problem
and eventually got it right after at least one wrong answer.
6. Impute missing NA values with the average length of time this student
took on this item response type.
a. Summarize the mean times for “E”, “C”, and “W”
b. Fill in the NAs with these mean times for each type.
7. Make “add_time” additions to those 10-minute gap consecutive “W”
questions.
8. DONE.
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2.3
2 Statisstical meth
hods
extensive u
All an
nalyses werre carried out
o using R 3.4.2 with e
use of the b
base,
ggplot2, and
d randomFo
orestSRC packages
p
(Isshwaran, H
H., & Malleyy, 2014;
Wickham,
W
20
009).

Conttingency tables
t
The chi-squared
c
d test for ho
omogeneity of populatiion proportiions will be
e
used for high
h-level com
mparisons of
o observed proportion
ns of successs between
n
groups (Erha
ardt, Bedric
ck, & Schra
ader, 2013).. Assume th
hat the data
a are
in
ndependentt samples from
f

popu
ulations (strrata or grou
ups), and th
hat each

in
ndividual is placed into
o one of

le
evels of a ccategorical vvariable (

fa
ail). The data can be summarized
s
d as a

2 for passs or

contingency table of counts, wh
here

th
he rows corrrespond to
o the sample
es, and the
e columns a
are the leve
els of the
categorical variable.
v
Un
nder the nu
ull hypothessis, row proportions arre equal
between gro
oups. The Pearson
P
chii-squared te
est assesse
es the evide
ence against
he null. Pea
arson residu
uals are he
elpful for ind
dicating whiich table ce
ells most
th
contradict th
he null hypo
othesis.

Multiple linearr regression
Note that for ourr GPA data, the mode l assumptio
ons for linea
ar regressio
on of
normal resid
duals are ra
arely met, so the rando
om forest algorithm will be preferrred
or understanding varia
able importa
ance for pre
ediction.
fo
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In linear regression, we are interested in developing a linear equation that
best summarizes the relationship in a sample between the response variable
and the predictor variable (or independent variable)
equation is also used to predict

(Erhardt et al., 2013). The

from .

First, we give a brief review of simple linear regression (SLR). Given a
data set of paired observations from

subjects,

,

model is usually written as Yi   0  1 X i   i , where
predicted value of

when

unknown constants, and

0),

,

1, … , , the SLR

is called the intercept (the

is called the slope, and both of them are

is a random error component (the part of

not

explained by the model). The errors are assumed to be normal random variables
with mean 0 and constant variance

. Since SLR involves only one predictor

variable, it is called a “simple” linear regression.
In general, the response variable
,

,…,

may be related to

predictors,

, so that Yi   0  1 X 1,i   2 X 2,i     k X k ,i   i . This is called a

multiple linear regression model as more than one predictor variable is involved.
The word "linear" is indicating that the model is linear in the parameters
,

,…,

. The important objective of regression is estimating the unknown

parameters in the regression model. In most situations, the response variable
will be the student's final numeric GPA. The model assumes: 1. The average value at a given -value is linearly related to . 2. The variation in responses
a given

value is constant. 3. The population of responses

at a given

normally distributed. 4. The observed data are a random sample.
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is

at

Logistic regre
ession
Logis
stic regression is a gen
neralized lin
near modeling approach that fits a
re
egression model
m
using
g predictors
s with a cate
egorical ressponse variable (Succcess
vs Failure); this
t
method
d, while it is
s both familiar and inte
erpretable, is susceptib
ble
to
o overfitting
g (Christens
sen, 2006). Logistic regression w
was perform
med in R
software using the stan
ndard packa
age "stats" function "g
glm" with op
ption
"ffamily=bino
omial(link=lo
ogit)".

Rand
dom fores
st (RF)
To de
escribe a ra
andom fores
st, we first m
must define
e a classificcation tree. A
classification
n (decision)) tree is a schematic,
s
ttree-shaped
d diagram u
used to
determine a predicted outcome
o
(th
he leaves) based on a series of b
branching
decisions (branches). The
T tree is structured
s
tto show a h
hierarchy off choices
le
eading to a classificatio
on. The exa
ample tree below (Figure 9) illusttrates using
g
ACT
A
component scores
s to predict whether a student's ffinal grade iis an A verssus
a B-F.
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1

A
.81 .19
100%
ACT_Math >= 19 no

yes
2

3

A
.84 .16
41%

A
.79 .21
59%

ACT_Reading
R di < 22

ACT_English
li h >= 13

5

7

A
.80 .20
20%

A
.56 .44
2%

ACT_Science_Reasoning
>= 16
R

ACT_Science_Reasoning
>= 19
R

4

10

11

6

14

15

A
.88 .12
20%

A
.81 .19
20%

B−F
.33 .67
0%

A
.79 .21
58%

A
.94 .06
1%

B−F
.41 .59
1%

Figure 9 Predict final grade is A- or higher (A) versus B+ or lower (B-F)
using ACT component scores.
Random forests (RF) are a supervised ensemble learning algorithm that is
based on many classification trees (Breiman, 2001a, 2001b). Many classification
trees (a "forest") are fit on bootstrapped samples of the original data. Each tree
partitions the data based on a random subset of predictor variables in such a way
as to try to get optimal separation of the response variable which is student's final
GPA. RF provides a measure of variable importance for prediction accuracy, as
well the marginal probability of group identity for values of each variable, and
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does not over fit (Breiman, 2001a, 2001b). Furthermore, RF can perform
multiclass prediction, automatically employs external cross-validation by
predicting the response variable based on trees estimated without that subject,
and does not have distributional model assumptions, and is easy to implement.
RF was performed in R software using package "randomForestSRC" function
"rfsrc" with 1000 trees.
There are three important summaries that we'll use. For categorical
response classification we'll have the confusion matrix (Table 4). For all response
types we'll have two visual summaries. The first is the variable importance plot
(VIMP) that indicates the relative importance of each variable in the accuracy of
prediction or classification (Figure 10). The second are marginal effects plots that
indicate the average effect of one predictor on the predicted response averaged
over the values of the other predictors; these are ordered with respect to the
VIMP (Figure 11).
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Table 4 (Top) Random forest data and forest summaries. (Bottom)
Confusion matrix for how the observed (true) labels were classified
(predicted) along with the error rate.
Sample size:
Frequency of class
labels:
Number of trees:
observed
A
B‐F

3171,
2563, 608
1000

predicted
A
B‐F
2502
61
121
487

class.error
0.0238
0.1990

Overall error rate: 5.74%

A

all

B.F

ACT_Reading

ACT_English

ACT_Science_Reasoning

ACT_Math
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3 0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3 0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

vimp

Figure 10 A variable importance plot. For both groups (all), Reading was
the most important and Math the least important for classification
accuracy.
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Marginal effect of variables
0.90
0.80
0.75

0.80

predicted

predicted

0.85

0.75

0.70
0.65

0.70
0.60
0.65
10

20

30

10

ACT_Reading

15

20

25

30

ACT_English
0.875
0.850

predicted

predicted

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.825
0.800
0.775
0.750

15

20

25

30

18

ACT_Science_Reasoning

19

20

ACT_Math

Figure 11 The marginal effects that indicate the average effect of one
predicted response averaged over the values of the other predictor.
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3 Resultts
3.1
3 UNM Registrar
R
r data
Conttingency tables
t
Succe
ess (passin
ng with a C or better) iss weakly re
elated to stu
udent gender
(F
Figure 13) and
a college
e they are enrolled
e
in ((Figure 12),, and we ha
ave insufficient
evidence tha
at race is a factor (Figure 14). Ho
owever, seccond-semesster freshm
man
aking MATH
H 101 do be
etter (and probably
p
mo
ost are com
ming from U
UNIV 103),
ta
while
w
studen
nts waiting until
u
their final years fa
ail more oftten than the
eir first- and
d
second-yearr peers (Fig
gure 15).

success_GPA
Pass

Fail

Ander
A&S

Pe
earson
re
esiduals:
1.2

COLLEGE DESC
COLLEGE_DESC

FnArt
Other

0.0

UColl

−2.0
−2.8
p−
−value =
0..01701

Figure
F
12 Success
S
GP
PA of students in MA
ATH 101 fo
or different colleges
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GENDER_DESC

success_GPA
Pass

Fail

Pearson
residuals:
3.1
2.0

Female

0.0

Male

−2.0
−2.7
p−value =
6.1693e−06

Figure 13 Success GPA of students in MATH 101 by gender

IPEDS_VALUES_DESC

success_GPA
Pass

Fail

Pearson
residuals:
0.63

His
0.00
AI
AS
AA
Other
Wh

−1.50
p−value =
0.60807

Figure 14 Success GPA of students in MATH 101 by race
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STUDENT CLASSIFICATION DESC
STUDENT_CLASSIFICATION_DESC

success
s_GPA
Pass

Fail

Pe
earson
re
esiduals:
4.6
4.0

F1
2.0
0.0

F2

−2.0
So
−4.0
−4.8
p−
−value =
6..479e−13

J
Se

Figure
F
15 Success
S
GP
PA of students in MA
ATH 101 by
y year in co
ollege

Multiple Linea
ar Regress
sion

ates that, marginally,
m
n
no ACT or p
poverty-rela
ated variable
Figure 16 illustra
has much off a relations
ship with the final GPA
A. Since the
e data will n
not meet the
e
ssumptions for multiple
e linear reg ressions, w
we will use a random fo
orest
normality as
o model the
e data.
to
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Marginal effect of ACT and Poverty predictors

3
2
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0

4

FINAL_GPA

4

FINAL_GPA

FINAL_GPA

4

3
2
1
0
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2
1

3
2
1

15

25

1
0
20

3
2
1

25
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0

3
2
1

10

20

30
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1
0

0

4

2
1

5

4

6

1
0

est_percent

30

1

30

40

50

rentover35
4

3
2
1
0

20

50

2

8

FINAL_GPA

FINAL_GPA

2

40

3

No.telephone.service.available
4

3

30

0
2

4

20

4

3

Lacking.complete.plumbing.facilities

10

Wood

0

10

1

50

FINAL_GPA

FINAL_GPA

2

3

2

Electricity
4

2

3

0

75

3

40

4

Utility.gas
4

30

Renter.occupied

0

1

1

20

FINAL_GPA

FINAL_GPA

1

0

2

80

4

2

15

3

Owner.occupied

3

10

0
60

4

50

5

Homeowner.vacancy.rate
4

Rental.vacancy.rate

25

1

0

0

0

2

30

FINAL_GPA

FINAL_GPA

FINAL_GPA

20

4

2

21

3

ACT_Science_Reasoning

3

20

0

30

15

19

ACT_Math

0
20

4

FINAL_GPA

18

4

ACT_Reading

FINAL_GPA

30

FINAL_GPA

FINAL_GPA

FINAL_GPA

3

0

FINAL_GPA

25

4

10

1

ACT_English

4

5

2

0
10

ACT_Composite

10

3

3
2
1
0

10

20

30

child_percent

40

10

20

30

fam_percent

Figure 16 Final GPA versus ACT test scores and poverty variables
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40

Rand
dom fores
st
3.1.3.1
3
ACT
T scores pre
redicting Fin
nal GPA
ACT scores explain roughly
y half (47.0
06%) of the variance in
n final GPA
A
among MAT
TH 101 stud
dents. The Reading,
R
C
Composite, English, an
nd Science
Reasoning
R
scores
s
are more imporrtant than th
e 17), thoug
gh
he Math sccore (Figure
re
ecall that we
w are only considering
c
g the subse
et of studen
nts with Matth ACT scores
in
n the range 18-21. The
e marginal patterns are
re not easilyy interprete
ed (Figure 18)
la
argely beca
ause we are
e looking on
nly at a sub
bset of the sstudents, th
his constrain
ns
th
he range off ACT value
es.

ACT_Readin
ng

A
ACT_Composi
ite

ACT_Englissh

ACT_Science_Reasonin
ng

ACT_Ma
ath

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

vimp

Figure
F
17 Variable
V
importance for
f predictiing final G
GPA from A
ACT scores
s
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Marginal effect of variables
3.4

3.2

3.0

predicted

3.2

predicted

predicted

3.2
3.0

2.8

3.0
2.8
2.6

2.8

2.4
10

20

30

15

ACT_Reading

20

25

10

ACT_Composite

15

20

25

30

ACT_English

3.5

predicted

predicted

3.4
3.0

2.5

3.3

3.2
2.0
15

20

25

30

ACT_Science_Reasoning

3.1

18

19

20

21

ACT_Math

Figure 18 Marginal effects for predicting final GPA from ACT scores

3.1.3.2 NM Poverty data predicting Final GPA
The county-level poverty variables explain almost no variance (0.54%) in
final GPA (results not shown). Thus, a student's GPA in MATH 101 appears not
to depend on the poverty status of the county of New Mexico they come from.
3.1.3.3 ACT and NM Poverty data predicting Final GPA
Combining poverty variables to the ACT scores does not improve
prediction over ACT alone (49.82% variance explained vs 47.06%). Figure 19
shows how much more important the ACT variables are over the poverty
variables.
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3.2
3 ALEKS
S data
The assessmen
a
t and practice questio n summarie
es were analyzed in
several ways.

Logistic regre
ession
We analyze the final grade in the courrse as passs/fail. The sstudents wh
ho
have succes
ss = “Fail” received
r
an
n “NC”, while “Pass” is any passin
ng grade.
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Note that in Table 5 we see an anomaly that students who failed
overwhelmingly had initial assessments with 29 questions, while students who
passed had fewer questions. In an attempt to reproduce this result, both Linh
Ward and Dr. Srini Vasan took the initial assessment mimicking students who
were “underprepared” and “over-prepared” for the course. Linh scored 10/26 and
25/30, while Srini scored 15/30 and 29/29. The total numbers of questions were
26 and 30 for the underprepared and 30 and 29 for the over-prepared. We could
not reproduce the 29-question means “fail” result in the table, though it’s possible
their behavior didn’t represent how students behave (for example, answering
questions incorrectly without waiting or thinking about them). Therefore, in the
analyses that follow, we exclude the total number of questions for the
assessment since it’s a serendipitous and strong classifier for Passing. All of this
is to say that ALEKS may behave in mysterious ways, and that way may change
from semester to semester.

Table 5 Number of students passing or failing MATH 101 conditional on the
number of baseline assessment questions they were asked.
Number of
questions

8

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

29

Pass

2

6

4

1

4

2

8

10

19

8

11

272

3

Fail

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

1
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3.2.1.1 Assessment 0 predicting MATH 101 Success
We start with a model to predict student success in the course (passing
with a C or better) using summaries from the initial assessment. Because
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ALEKS adapts the assessment based on how the student answered the previous
questions, it is difficult to interpret the “number of questions answered” variables
(Figure 20 and Figure 21); they all predict that the students are less likely to
succeed when more questions are asked/answered (as discussed in reference to
Table 5). However, we do see an intuitive pattern with the proportion of questions
answered correctly. Furthermore, the overall error rate is 1.26%, so the model
predicts extremely well (Table 6).

Table 6 Random Forest summaries for predicting MATH 101 Success from
Assessment 0
Sample size: 398
Frequency of class labels: 350, 48
Number of trees: 1000
Confusion matrix:
predicted
observed Pass Fail class.error
Pass 348
2
0.0057
Fail
3
45
0.0625
Overall error rate: 1.26%
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Figure 20 Random Forest VIMP for predicting MATH 101 Success from
Assessment 0
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Figure 21 Random Forest Marginal Effect Plot for predicting MATH 101
Success from Assessment 0
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15
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3.2.1.2 Practice question times predicting MATH 101 Success
The mean times for different outcomes while practicing questions are also
important features for predicting success (Figure 22). The marginal effects plot
shows that spending about 2 minutes per question is associated with students
who are most likely to succeed in the class (Prac_Qtime_mean_W,
Prac_Qtime_mean_all, Prac_Qtime_mean_C); less than 90 seconds per
question is typically associated with failing (Figure 23). Students who spend more
time on reading explanations are also more likely to succeed
(Prac_Qtime_mean_E). Students who succeed spend slightly less time
answering a question correctly than incorrectly (Prac_Qtime_C_W_ratio).
Furthermore, the overall error rate is 2.73%, but does not predict as well as the
baseline assessment model (Table 7).

Table 7 Random Forest summaries for predicting MATH 101 Success from
Practice question timing
Sample size: 366
Frequency of class labels: 319, 47
Number of trees: 1000
Confusion matrix:
predicted
observed Pass Fail class.error
Pass 317
2
0.0063
Fail
8
39
0.1702
Overall error rate: 2.73%
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Figure 22 Random Forest VIMP for predicting MATH 101 Success from
Practice question timing
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Marginal effect of variables
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Figure 23 Random Forest marginal effects plot for predicting MATH 101
Success from Practice question timing

3.2.1.3 ACT Scores, demographics, and Assessment 0 times predicting MATH
101 Success (preferred model)
The baseline assessment variables are more important than the Registrar
ACT and demographic variables. The ACT and demographic variables help
lower the prediction error from 1.26% to 1.01% (Table 8). The marginal effects
follow the same patterns for the assessment variables as they did without also
considering the registrar variables. This is our best model with an overall error
rate of 1.01% and stresses the marginal importance of basic literacy skills
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required to read, understand, and apply the explanations within ALEKS to solving
problems (Figure 24 and Figure 25).
Table 8 Random Forest summaries for predicting MATH 101 Success from
Registrar data and Assessment 0
Sample size: 398
Frequency of class labels: 350, 48
Number of trees: 1000
Confusion matrix:
predicted
observed Pass Fail class.error
Pass 349
1
0.0029
Fail
3
45
0.0625
Overall error rate: 1.01%
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Figure 24 Random Forest VIMP for predicting MATH 101 Success from
Registrar data and Assessment 0
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Figure 25 Random Forest Marginal Effects plot for predicting MATH 101
Success from Registrar data and Assessment 0

3.2.1.4 ACT Scores, demographics, and Practice question times predicting
MATH 101 Success
The practice question time variables do not provide better prediction than
the baseline assessment above. Results are similar to when Registrar data was
not included (Figure 26 and Figure 27). The overall error rate of 2.46% is only
slightly lower than without the Registrar variables above (Table 9).
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Table 9 Random Forest summaries for predicting MATH 101 Success from
Registrar data and Practice question timing
Sample size: 366
Frequency of class labels: 319, 47
Number of trees: 1000
Confusion matrix:
predicted
observed Pass Fail class.error
Pass 318
1
0.0031
Fail
8
39
0.1702
Overall error rate: 2.46%
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Prac_Qtime_C_W_ratio
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Prac_Qtime_mean_all
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Prac_Qtime_mean_C
IPEDS_VALUES_DESC
GENDER_DESC
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15

vimp
Figure 26 Random Forest VIMP for predicting MATH 101 Success from
Registrar data and Practice question timing
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4 Discussion
Computer-based instruction has been successful. Just as others have
seen increases (5%) in computer-based Intermediate Algebra courses versus
face-to-face traditional lecture courses (Erin E. Krupa, 2014), UNM has
experienced even larger increases with ALEKS in the emporium model (Figure
3), at least a 10% increase when combining MATH 101 and 102 compared to
MATH 120 at Albuquerque/Main campus. The structure of the three 1-credit
courses MATH 101-102-103 also improves success by forcing students to
relearn topics if not mastered the first time. It may take a student more time on
certain topics but the likelihood for overall student success is much higher with
self-paced adaptive learning (Carlo A. Twigg, 2011). An additional side benefit of
the emporium model has been that students can move along each semester up
to 6 credit hours with MATH 101-102-103 and MATH 121 (College Algebra);
students can save money when taking between 15-18 credit hours at UNM.
ALEKS is not the only innovation to help students. The MATH 101
instructors conduct experiments most semesters to further improve student
success, and implement these on a rolling basis. The course modifications listed
below come from discussions with Dr. Srini Vasan, Coordinator of Education
Support for MATH 101, and from reviewing the syllabi over the last few years.
One item to note is that students are encouraged to complete the course more
quickly, resulting both higher success and earlier completion during the course
(Figure 28).
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The incremental increasing success rates each semester illustrates that
continual improvement is possible with a course coordinator and staff who are
actively engaged in meeting the needs of students for success. The ongoing
support of The University, stakeholder Colleges, and Mathematics and Statistics
Department have helped make this possible.

Math 101−102, Percent of students who completed the course by week number
Fall

Spring

Summer

100
80
First half
Second half

Math 101
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40
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60

20
0
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80
60
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0
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80
60
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20
0
0
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10

16

0

8
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16

0

8
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Week
Year

2015

2016

2017

Figure 28 Student completion by week as summarized by Dr. Srini Vasan
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The list below highlights the extensive incremental improvements incorporated
into this course since moving to the emporium model.
Summer 2013-Spring 2014 (Ross, 2013)
The 3-credit 16-week (1-semester) Intermediate Algebra (MATH 120) course was
split into the series of 1-credit 8-week MATH 101-102-103 individual courses.


Student with three or more absences can be dropped by the instructor



The Math Mαll Lab opens Monday to Friday from 8 AM to 6 PM and
Sunday from 12 PM to 6 PM during semester long. During the interval
break, The Math Mαll Lab opens Monday to Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM.
Students can come during their free time for tutor or take exam. They only
need to be to the Math Mαll Lab 2 hours before the place is closed for
taking exam, otherwise, anytime for tutor.



Each class has 5 tutors and 1 peer mentor tutor plus instructor and
coordinator to support student’s need during semester; during the interval
break, the coordinator and tutors are available for student taking exam or
need help with tutoring.



The minimum requires that student must do 10 topics per week



Required Benchmark is in week 3 and week 6



Complete the pie and take exam latest by the end of week 8



Student gets 2 attempts for the exam. The highest score will record for
final grade of the course
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Letter grade for this class will be A, B, C or I, NC. Student must score 75%
or above to be able to take the next class, otherwise, student will relearn
the topics and retake the exam after fill up the pie again.



The incomplete grade will turn to no-credit (NC) after 4 months if student
does not complete the course

Fall 2014-Spring 2015 (Ross, 2014)
Required to come to the Math Mall Lab extra two hours/week if student is behind
the required Benchmark to help student catch up and stay on track with the
schedule.


Workshop is held by peer mentor tutor around week 7 and week 14 or 15
depends on the semester and located at Union Building study room

Fall 2015-Spring 2016 (Vasan, 2015)


ACT Math score was 18 instead of 19 is placed in MATH 101.



The Math Mαll Lab website was developed with all resources to support
student’s need.



Workshop is held at the Math Mαll Lab instead of someplace else in
difference times and date during week 6 and 7 of the first half semester,
and in week 14 and 15 in the second half of the to hope that more
students come to try to complete the course and review for the exam.
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Pushing student complete the course by only given the break interval
between semesters up until the Friday before the next semester begins to
avoid getting no-credit instead of 4 months.



Open new section for University of College by transfer student from
Foundation Math, UNIV 103 with ACT math score 17 and below take
MATH 101 if student pass the diagonal quiz with 75% and above. Also,
take more students after first half semester to take MATH 101 from
Foundation Math if they completed the course fast enough.



Spring 2016, Facebook page was created to update with technology as
student may use a lot , so hope that more students check it out with
information about the workshop, times opening for the Math Mαll. Also
video for some of topics based on during do tutoring and the exam result.

Fall 2016-Spring 2017 (Vasan, 2016a)


Imply critical Benchmark by Thursday, 5 PM of week 5 to help student
motivate to stay on the schedule for math 101 to be able to keep math 102
in the second half of the semester



Critical Benchmark was 115 of 160 topics completed by the end of week 5
to encourage students are motivate to work harder to make the goal in the
class. If student is below 115 topics, student is dropped from MATH 102
and sign up to UNIV 104 , Math Strategy to help student learn how to
manage time, find resources around campus, getting if student is
struggling, etc.
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Student still have a chance to get back to MATH 102 if student get back
on track to the schedule and take exam by Friday, last day of the first half
of semester. It is open up to the instructor to decide to take student back
in.

Fall 2017 (Vasan, 2017)


Required Benchmark was pushing up one week ahead of the schedule to
help student complete the pie by the end of week 7 or week 15 instead of
week 8 and week 16. So, student has time to wrap it up during weekend
and take exam during week 8 or week 16.



Critical Benchmark was pushing up to one week ahead of schedule
(115/160 to 124/160 topics completed) by the end of week 5 to encourage
students are motivate to work harder to make the goal in the class.



Student with two or more absences can be dropped by the instructor.



Student who has no access to ALEKS during the second week of classes
may be dropped by the instructor.



Any class period during which the student has no ALEKS access may be
counted as an absence for the student.



Anyone with no ALEKS access for 5 or more calendar days may be
dropped from the class



To prepare student for the next math courses, require student to write out
the work in his/her notebooks. Bring the notebook to the lab every class.
The instructor may perform periodic audits to ensure that student are
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maintaining a proper notebook; failure of which could lead to additional
assignments being given to the student.


Practice exam was posted on the website, but then implemented in
ALEKS in Fall 2017 (for same format) with multiple times to practice to
help prepare students to take the exam



Changing the exam (20 vs 28 questions), both to shorten length of time
and questions for exam to increase success.



Students are completing the course faster since they are being pushed
harder.

The primary result found in this thesis is that by using the initial baseline
assessment and student ACT scores (gender and race contributed no
explanatory power) that we could predict whether a student was likely to succeed
in MATH 101 with only a 1% error rate (Table 8). This could allow us within the
first week of class to identify students who are most likely to fail and focus
resources to help them succeed. The ACT English, Scientific Reasoning, and
Reading component scores all contributed to student success, even more so that
the Math component within the 18-21 range.
The ACT variables associated with English reading comprehension are
predictive of student success in MATH 101. We hypothesize that this is because
a student learns from ALEKS by reading and understanding the explanations
before attempting to solve problems. It is possible that a student with weak
language skills but average-to-strong math skills may still do poorly in a math
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placement test due strictly to their inability to understand written English. We
may be seeing some students who place into UNIV 103 or MATH 101, not
because of mathematics deficiencies, but because of English deficiencies. It
may be worth considering, for a student with weak English skills, to defer taking
their “remedial” mathematics courses until after they have improved their English
skills. Such a student might then redo a math placement test and, with their
newly improved English comprehension, may place much higher than they did
previously. Thus, Math placement could be improved with a more
comprehensive consideration of the many skills that are required for engaging
with and learning mathematics.
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5 Conclusions
At UNM, Intermediate Algebra success rates have greatly increased due to the
implementation of the computer-based system ALEKS in the emporium Math
Mαll, the conversion of MATH 120 to MATH 101-102-103, and the many
incremental improvements made by the course coordinator. The statistical
model developed in this thesis can be used on the first day of class to predict
whether a student will pass with a 1% error rate to identify those students most
likely to fail for the purposes of intervening to help those at-risk students
succeed. This represents another potentially important incremental improvement
to a series of successes in redesigning Intermediate Algebra at UNM.

5.1 Future work
We have several recommendations for further study. We would like to
follow-up with students whom we predicted would do poorly and better
understand what they struggled with. If there is a common pattern among these
students, then that might suggest a type of intervention for these students who
initially performed poorly on the baseline assessment and who then went on to
fail the course. MATH 102 has a lower success rate than MATH 101, so a
continued study of this course toward improving success is desired.
Furthermore, the comparisons of 3-credit MATH 120 to 1-credit MATH 101 may
not be entirely appropriate, MATH 102 should be included as part of a fairer
comparison. The final exams have been changed to use a subset of the original
28 questions for a 20-question exam, and student success has improved; while
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fewer items are tested, we’d like to understand why students succeed with fewer
items – perhaps less fatigue. Students now also have two attempts for final
exams, with the second attempt focusing only on the questions answered
incorrectly on the first attempt; is there a general pattern for the types of
questions students get wrong on the exam? This would indicate insufficient
preparation during the course for certain topics.
Regarding mathematics placement, students currently go into MATH 101
with an ACT Math score between 18 and 21. This semester (Fall 2017), if a
student placed in UNIV 103 by having an ACT Math score no higher than 17 and
the students scored well in the AcuPlacer they can go directly to MATH 101.
Follow-up of these students will help us know whether the AcuPlacer is a good
substitute for the initial ACT Math score for mathematics placement. Finally,
consideration of the ACT English language skills might also help in placement or
in the timing of MATH 101 over a student’s career.
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